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Hey everyone!!! It’s melon  here!

In this posts (3 Parts) you will find my hypothesis of the GME big picture and what’s going on around it that affects it
directly and indirectly

Please make sure you read all 3 posts to fully understand and connect all the dots.

Will also explain possible predictions of what's going to happen.

BUCKLE UP!!

I would love some feedback! If I'm wrong please correct me in a very nice and respectful way.

If this reading is too much, just BUY AND HODL!!!!

THIS IS FOR YOU APES!! None of this is financial advice. I'm a retarded ape playing with crayons and keys.

———————————
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LIBOR to SOFR

TL;DR2 :

—————————

US DOLLAR BACKING

The US dollar backing system has changed from gold to oil and finally to fiat.

Basically means the Federal Reserve can print “an almost unlimited amount of dollars” and they've been doing
exactly that! 1/5th of the total dollars ever minted in the history of the US have been printed in the last year and a
half.

All that liquidity has been used by Kenny, other SHF (short hedgefunds) and central banks as part of their strategy.

Update: they are continuing the Quantitive Easing (QE) which is basically a way to print counterfeit “legal” money to
inject it into the market and “keep the economy afloat artificially”, right now the RRP reverse repo is going around 1.3
trillion to 1.5 trillion every day.

There is no limit in which banks will lend money to Money Makers and the DTCC itself (there might be a written limit, but
they can change it anytime they want since they are the rule makers too), if they are in trouble, they will use a layer 3-4
in the market to move the debt and money underneath. So if someone is about to blow up, the DTCC have the authority
to absorb the blow, ask for that amount of money to cover the hole and keep going.

—————————

OVERVIEW OF FUCKERY EXPOSED!

More details and explanation of everything will be found as you keep reading!!

First we start with their relationship with retail brokerages (Us Ape GME owners), then we move on to even
shadier things:

Retail brokerages send money/order flow to Citadel MM (Market Maker)

Shitadel take the money, buys the shares mainly through ETFs and dark pools (like citadel connect so it doesn’t
reflect positively on the lit price) then sell them through the main exchanges (the price is affected by a full sell
pressure and tanks)

Update: the name has been change since the mechanics were the same but now we know more about dark pools than 6
months ago.

Kenny doesn’t deliver the share to the broker/retail (the retail receives an IOU) and instead he borrows the share
and sells it again on the main exchange to short (tanking the price again).

Kenny will use the same share and recycle it (borrowing and selling) many times creating multiple IOUs to
brokers/retail (with one share sometimes producing 9-10 IOUs) My wild dreams say is 2000% the SI. That’s just
my crazy me, time will tell.

At the same time while shorting they will (Shitadel) creates their own trust bonds and ties those fake shares
(indirectly linked to the actual business since it’s their investments to trust bonds as collateral, sells them

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiatmoney.asp
https://www.wiredupreport.com/2021/03/16/viral/citadel-issued-600m-worth-of-bbb-rated-bonds/


(whoever buys this bonds hold a lot of the garbage), and gets a shit ton of money (remember, fake shares
money).

THIS IS AN INFINITE MONEY GLITCH AND SHITADEL SOURCE OF LIQUIDITY FOR EVERYTHING!!

Update: margin requirements can be absorb by getting more debt from the banks printed “legal” counterfeit money, in
worse case the DTCC will absorb the blow and buy the positions though more debt, THEY DONT WANT TO CLOSE
THEIR SHORTS.

I will explain more about this later on!!

Also, Shitadel with this has a stupid amount of money, and what he needs to do? HE NEEDS TO WASH IT TO MAKE IT
LEGITIMATE AND TURN IT INTO ACTUAL LONG LASTING POWER, LAND!

————————-

HOW IS KENNY WASHING THE MONEY?

With that money he is most likely doing shady things, in order to wash it and make it “LEGIT”:

He might be using more methods but this are the ones I caught him off guard so far, I think we all have seen his
fuckery!!

METHOD #1: get real shares from the DTCC pool under “street name”

Use those real shares to keep creating naked shares from them and recycling them to keep the machine running over
and over.

Make transactions with other brokers and charge fees for that (with those naked/synthetic/IOU shares) making money for
the books. Also the good old payment for order flow PFOF system RH loves.

Making money like that and also the trust bonds they are selling (backed mostly by created shares from thin air and
using counterfeit “legal money”), that’s tons of liquidity to play with, and not really limited.

They're not just shorting GME, they short tons of other companies as well. Those shorts need to seem legitimate and
have real money backing them up (trust bond money) so no margin call happens if the SEC comes looking. Real money
backing it so it’s “ALL LEGAL AND LEGITIMATE”

You know the drill! Boom Money Washed!

METHOD #2: Betting in the company knowing the result (manipulate the performance and outcome).

Bet on the companies performance (not only short betting, but also using derivatives (options, swap and whatever
product they invent to bet on the outcome of companies like GME bets, but they manipulate it so it’s a rigged bet), up or
down they can make money.

It’s easy to bet if you can manipulate the outcome right?

Nice casino Kenny! Boom Money Washed!

METHOD #3: Move the money overseas by funding overseas companies

Fund companies overseas (together with other bank friends) and receive assets or Treasury bonds strips (T-bonds) as



collateral (countries overseas have T-bonds to use as collateral for money) with high interest rates. Boom Money
Washed!**

He’s making money on both sides of the trade, when giving the money he is making huge $$ in conversion exchange
rates and fees, as well as when receiving the Collateral $$ for fees and exchange rates when it applies.

Boom! this money is legitimate now!

https://sec.report/Document/0001752724-21-087103/

METHOD 4: Scoop all the real estate from bankrupted companies

Scoop up all the real estate and assets that are left behind when the companies are bankrupt, buying the retail dirt
cheap. That’s why Kenny targets brick and mortar, imagine GME stores closing and Kenny buying those
properties for pennies.

With real estate the scam is even bigger! I’ll explain more after!

Boom Money Washed!

METHOD 5: Buy real estate and assets (art, gold and other tangibles)

With the real money made by selling his trust bonds, buy expensive houses

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.businessinsider.com/ken-griffin-most-expensive-home-ever-sold-us-nyc-penthouse-
2019-1%3famp

Expensive art

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2016/02/18/ken-griffin-spent-500-million-on-two-paintings-
sources.html

And any other valuable asset you could imagine to try to wash his money and make it legitimate!

With real estate the scam is huge, check this link up!

https://news.utexas.edu/2020/12/03/lending-fraud-could-wreck-economy-again/

Means he can get loans and allocate his TRUST BONDS (derivates) as collateral instead of buying the real estate
with money! So the banks are getting SHIT TRUST BONDS in exchange of houses and real estate!!

Omfg!!!! ANOTHER HOUSING MARKET BUBBLE!!!! Boom Money Washed!

I’ll explain a bit more about those TRUST BONDS SOON! Very important

METHOD 6: He's buying the competition!!

They use part of that money to buy other Market Makers!!! So they buy the actual stock floor!

Buy out the competition!

Right after they bought IMC, they sued The SEC for approving a new “D-limit” order type for IEX .

Boom Money Washed!

https://sec.report/Document/0001752724-21-087103/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/amydobson/2019/09/19/billionaire-ken-griffin-adds-99-million-purchase-to-massive-real-estate-portfolio/amp/
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.businessinsider.com/ken-griffin-most-expensive-home-ever-sold-us-nyc-penthouse-2019-1%3famp
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.businessinsider.com/ken-griffin-most-expensive-home-ever-sold-us-nyc-penthouse-2019-1%3famp
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2016/02/18/ken-griffin-spent-500-million-on-two-paintings-sources.html
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cnbc.com/amp/2016/02/18/ken-griffin-spent-500-million-on-two-paintings-sources.html
https://news.utexas.edu/2020/12/03/lending-fraud-could-wreck-economy-again/
https://www.thetradenews.com/citadel-securities-expands-trading-floor-unit-at-nyse-with-imc-takeover/
https://i.imgur.com/h2QMqV3.png


METHOD 7: Buy Treasury (bills, notes and bonds) mostly those juicy 10 years notes!

The buy Treasuries (especially 10 years notes) to wash the money and have leverage, leverage for what? They are
shorting the treasury too! So counter leverage... YIKES!

Boom Money Washed!

METHOD 8: Short the Treasury!!

Using part of that money to short the government bonds (especially 10 Year Treasury bonds) knowing about a highly
probably hyperinflation caused by the federal reserve printing too much money, the stimulus and other factors.

They counter the leverage by having T-bonds and T-notes of the ones they bought and also the collateral when lending
money to other countries.

Refer to "The Everything Short” by u/atobitt.

https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/mgucv2/the_everything_short/?
utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;a
mp;utm_name=iossmf

Additionally, he's shorting treasury T-bonds and T-notes because he expects a lack of solvency on the part of the
Federal Reserve.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-bonds-pricing-idUSKBN2342VN

Boom Money Washed!

Read this bit about bonds (taken from the link bellow):

However, government-backed bonds, particularly those in emerging markets, can carry risks that include country risk,
political risk, and central-bank risk, including whether the banking system is solvent. Investors saw a bleak reminder of
how risky some government bonds can be during the Asian financial crisis of 1997 and 1998. During this crisis, several
Asian nations were forced to devalue their currency which sent reverberations around the globe. The crisis even caused
Russia to default on its debt.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/government-bond.asp

About all this... Michael Burry has been warning us about a possible hyperinflation, all this will be explained LATER
ON!!

I'm going to break down each one of Kenny strategies as we go in the post.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRUST BONDS: The basket of bonds INFITINE MONEY GLITCH!!!

First of all let me stress how important this is!

THIS IS KENNY MAIN SOURCE OF CASH (LIQUIDITY), with this he's able to do all kinds of fuckery from shorting, to
all the washing methods above (Ill explain more with sources as we move forward).

https://www.localsuccess.org/shorting-the-us-treasury-bond-2021/
https://www.reddit.com/u/atobitt/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/mgucv2/the_everything_short/?utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/mgucv2/the_everything_short/?utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/mgucv2/the_everything_short/?utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-bonds-pricing-idUSKBN2342VN
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/g/government-bond.asp


They love shorting because they love producing naked shares to fill up the juicy TRUST BONDS and get more and more
cash for liquidity and fukery!!

So what's inside those TRUST BONDS?

"A collateral trust bond is a bond that is secured by a financial asset such as stock or other bonds"

WAIT WHAT???

So you telling me that Kenny is not only able to put his NAKED SHARES inside this basket called TRUST BONDS and
pack it to sell, but that he can PUT TRUST BONDS INSIDE OTHER TRUST BONDS?

This is the pyramid and biggest PONZI SCHEME!!!!

Hear me out:

They have been shorting many businesses and also buying some long positions in many other businesses
(Update: the Sec Gary Gensler mentioned in an interview that between citadel and virtu, they control over 75% of all
transactions in the stock market)

So this means that they can grab a basket (TRUST BOND) and filling it up with half "good solid long positions"(lets
say aple, tesla, amazon) and half GME naked made up shares!!, close the basket and sell it!. Thats a 50% Good
old TRUST BOND (could be easily a dark pool or ETF) from citadel.

HOLY ACTUAL FU%^CK!! Are you serious??

Gets worse!!

So you telling me that you can fill bonds with other bonds? That's tranching and creating the pyramid of shit
underneath!

THIS IS THE BIG SHORT ALL OVER AGAIN!!

The first baskets full with the Good nice long positions and real shorts go first! like the AAA in the movie?

The last baskets are going be filled with not only GME naked shorts, but with a MIX OF ALL THE OTHER
COMPANIES THEY ARE SHORTING INCLUDING TESLA BB and others and you name to give them a better rating
and price, BUT THEY ARE COMPLETELY FULL OF NOTHING INSIDE!! those ones are the equivalent of the BBB
LIKE IN THE BIG SHORT!!!

This is were u/criand DD came to play months after of those findings.

Come on! is this HAPPENING AGAIN, are you serious?????

WHEN IS THIS GOING TO BE STOPPED???

Now... The biggest banks are holdings! (READ BELLOW ABOUT IT)

SHF and kids (shitadel, Melvin, Susquehanna and other hedge funds) have been shorting over and over to own
companies debt to hold leverage against the banks for daddy Kenny as well!

So... While the company is not yet bankrupt …. Shitadel MM makes trust bonds, pack them with all the fake GME
naked shares inside (can be mixed with other company shorts or full GME) and sell them as if they were full of

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/collateraltrustbond.asp#:~:text=A%20collateral%20trust%20bond%20is,pay%20the%20bondholder%2C%20if%20necessary
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-2006-12-08-0612080128-story.html
https://www.wiredupreport.com/2021/03/16/viral/citadel-issued-600m-worth-of-bbb-rated-bonds/


valuable real GME (the system don’t recognize fakes from reals, right?) Getting tons of money.

His process is extremely complex, he uses algorithms to move the money constantly and very fast, trenching those
bonds inside others and reposition them to hide all the rubbish undetected, also buying T-bonds, mortgages, short more
companies and etc.

--------------------------------

Also, like the SEC document states, Kenny and other banks are funding other business in many other countries giving
them money and taking advantage (we know how).

When those business bankrupt too! Archegos style!!, they go and buy the real estate overseas dirt cheap!) They love
making naked shares because that’s how they get liquidity out of those useless juicy trust bonds.

Explained better in the KENNY SCAMMING AROUND THE WORLD in PART 2

So the money come from none existent trash and then make a shit ton more moving it? Holy Balls!

The ones who buy those Shitadel trust bonds are the bagholders!! They are buying bonds that are full of shit!!

He is successfully draining the money from the company, from the retail shareholder and for all the people that bought
those trust bonds!! While making a shit ton of money from NON EXISTING SHARES PACKED IN BIG BAGS OF SHIT!

---------------------------------------

BIG BANKS ARE “HOLDINGS”???? WHAT IS THAT?

First we need to learn what is a holding company? Restaurant Brands International (RBI)  is an example of a holding
company for a group of popular Quick Service (Fast Food) restaurants. They own Burger King, Tim Horton's and
Popeyes. In this case RBI holding is basically a basket of a few fast food restaurants put together, like a stock ETF. It is
the basket of those businesses and the value is according to those companies performance.

So are banks holding companies? Well...

As a result of the global financial crisis of 2008, many traditional investment banks and finance corporations
such as Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, American Express, CIT Group and GMAC (now Ally Financial)
converted to bank holding companies in order to gain access to the Federal Reserve's credit facilities. (Wikipedia

)

These holdings are filled up by pieces of many private institutions they lent money to: businesses, hedge funds, as well
as people they lent money to (mortgages, auto loans, student loans, etc., plus money they lent to the government.
Obviously as well as the money the people deposit and keep in their bank account (it will be their liquidity if they don't
use your money, most of the time they move your money.)

Keep in mind: The federal reserve is privately owned (not part of the government and instead is sanctioned and
backed by it) by the 12 reserve banks and the 0.01% (THE BIG BIG WHALES) (they are the top contributors to
the reserve). Federal Reserve Structure  WHAAAAAT?

But lets keep going with the banks...

Think about every company borrowing money from a bank and putting their assets as collateral (putting that stock

https://www.wiredupreport.com/2021/03/16/viral/citadel-issued-600m-worth-of-bbb-rated-bonds/
https://sec.report/Document/0001752724-21-087103/
https://www.wolterskluwer.com/en/expert-insights/using-a-holding-company-operating-company-structure-to-help-mitigate-risk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restaurant_Brands_International
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank_holding_company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structure_of_the_Federal_Reserve_System


collateral inside the bank's basket/pool, mainly ETFs).

Now the bank owns part of the company in form of debt collateral. The bigger the company debt the bigger part of the pie
the bank owns as collateral, right? Big leverage!

Also, some ETFs are pretty much a basket/pool full of many many company shares that are supposed to be the
collateral for the debts. Some others are filled with as packages of people’s debt (student loans, mortgages, etc). Others
full of government debt to the banks.

Put all those shares and pieces of the company (could be turned into liquidity if sold in case of company liquidation or too
much risk) and their liquidity backing of cash (people’s bank accounts deposited) together and that’s what the bank is
made of. Correct me if I’m wrong on the comments please. The banks own leverage on those companies they lend
money too.

Take a break!! I know this is very intense, but with every word I can see your hands getting harder and harder after
knowing WTF is going on!

Updated: I dug all this 6 months ago, wanna keep digging? I’m going repost the other 2 parts for whomever wants to
read it :)

Thanks for reading friends. Melon  is out!.

CONTINUE IN PART 2 ------------------------------

PART 3

Lets go!

Update: Now this chart does look that crazy now??? After 188 days?

https://www.docdroid.net/Q8qCCvM/rgme-pokes-at-kenny-g-pdf
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THIS IS FOR YOU MY APES!! None of this is financial advice. I'm a retarded ape playing with crayons and keys.
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created to drop the price, once they used a share too many times (too many IOUs) they either pack them into trust bonds
(for more liquidity for fuckery) and sell them or dump them into a bank ETF (that also tanks the price in the main
exchange while also “hiding” the naked shares).

Seriously Kenny?

Then they try so hard to bankrupt the company. The company shares are now worthless so they don’t need to return
any naked shares they produced (and I think they don’t even need to pay tax on the difference they make). They made a
shit ton of money on betting against the company with options (puts) predicting the company is going down while
manipulating the price the whole time.

So Kenny has been shorting this companies for a reason: yes, it makes him a shit ton of money.

Is that his goal though? No.

His goal is to be the king of everything, to own it all. But how does shorting companies help him achieve
that? Additionally, if he truly is shorting treasury bonds it is because he expects a lack of solvency on the part of the Fed.

so lets keep looking at how he does it. Bloody King of fake shares (nothing) Kenny. Yikes!

When the company is worthless it is then the best time for Shitadel to buy the business shares super cheap along with
the real estate! They also buy the business debt providing leverage to the banks.

Bankruptcy is wonderful for buying real estate at a deep discount. We know he's gobbling up as much as he can get and
land is a tangible asset.

They use third party real estate investment companies such IOR Inc (very very shady) that invest in real estate though
direct equity. I’ll share more details later on.

Let’s continue…

So we know they buy the real estate, the assets, the shares but what we don’t know is…. They also buy the business's
debt (all dirt cheap!!). BUYING THE DEBT provide leverage against the banks.

but the bubble is bigger!

They have previously flooded the banks ETFs with heaps and heaps of naked shares and when the Kenny go to rebuy
the company shares back from the bank the bank don’t want to sell in a huge loss! (the company shares worth almost
nothing!) So they keep the leverage.

But not only Shitadel is doing that,

All his friends are doing it too!!!!! (Melvin, Susquehanna and others). Shorting the government bonds and business debt
means the have big leverage on the banks. Owning big pieces of the major banks means they own big part of the
Federal Reserve bank (the machine that goes brrrrr).

----------------------------------------------

QUICK RECAP MIXING GME IN:

Draining money from the Businesses, shareholders and scamming people with his empty shells of TRUST BONDS.
That's where the liquidity is coming from!



So where does GME come into play with this scheme? Ill elaborate lot more later on!

GME resisted and didn’t break or bankrupt (thank you papa RC, DFV and every single one of you magnificent
apes), instead it went up!

Kenny then tried harder and harder to break it (kept doubling and doubling down), but he didn’t expect retail to be
so resilient and not give up, also he didn’t expect RC to come and transform the company!

RC did something that most of us don’t see as a big deal, but is a MASSIVE FU**ING DEAL. HE GOT RID OF THE
DEBT!!! Now GME is free!! Fuming bloody genius!

All power to the shareholders, power to the players!

Lets continue now!!!

—————————————-

THE MASSIVE REAL ESTATE SCAM!

——— EDIT 3: I’m I Wrong?? HASN’T HAPPENED BEFORE?

https://www.propublica.org/article/whistleblower-wall-street-has-engaged-in-widespread-manipulation-of-mortgage-funds

Am I a shill? Is this a conspiracy? There are no facts or proof? This hasn’t happened before? Nothing to see here?

QaNoN tin foil???

If you don’t believe me Check out this video from the Majority report on your tube. This has been uploaded today 2 of
may 2021. That’s after my first posts in here.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=x2xIgseFCpc

I’m not crazy, my mum got me tested!

This is a huge finding Thank you as always you beautiful Jtothetriple!!

https://news.utexas.edu/2020/12/03/lending-fraud-could-wreck-economy-again/

The article states:

Loan originators, who made their profits on volume and pricing of loans, not quality. They misreported key financial
information in 48% of loans securitized by nongovernment agencies.

BOOM!

Underwriters at investment banks, who earned more by securitizing low-quality loans with high interest rates and
marketing them to investors as high-quality. In legal settlements with the Department of Justice, many admitted
they knowingly put false figures into prospectuses.

BOOM!

Credit rating agencies, which needed underwriters as clients. They often inflated ratings of mortgage-backed
securities by adjusting their standard rating models. Without such adjustments, one study found, a top-quality AAA
security would have fallen to a barely-investment-grade BBB.

https://www.propublica.org/article/whistleblower-wall-street-has-engaged-in-widespread-manipulation-of-mortgage-funds
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=x2xIgseFCpc
https://news.utexas.edu/2020/12/03/lending-fraud-could-wreck-economy-again/
https://academic.oup.com/rfs/article/29/2/384/1903200


BOOM!

The biggest fraud potential, Griffin said, is no longer with home mortgages. It’s with other kinds of securitized
assets, such as commercial mortgages. For collateralized loan obligations (CLOs), a kind of security backed by
business loans, he’s found evidence that the underlying loans are riskier than the CLOs’ ratings reflect.

BIG BADA BOOM!!!

This is telling us that there is a MASSIVE scam going on!

BOOM!

BOOM!

BOOM!

No comments on the deals? All the real estate deals "Personal investment" and no other comment?

Kenny seems to go on real estate shopping's spree quite often!!

Ohhh wait a minute!!

I almost forgot that HE CAN GET LOANS to buy REAL ESTATE and put TRUST BONDS AS COLLATERAL!!!

How? Using those third party realty investors!

Basically give the BAG to the bank and leave them HOLDING IT!!

Guess who has a SHIT TON OF REAL ESTATE???

You guessed right!!! GME AND AMC!!! Woooohoool

https://outline.com/pTpkmm

SO where is the bubble?

Like professor Jhon Griffin said on that glorious article.... Some institutions are BACKING their loans with "AAA" bonds
thats really are "BBB".

I bet if those banks open the bags of Kenny's Trust Bonds THEY ARE GOING TO FIND OUR PRECIOUS GME
NAKED SHARES IN IT!!!! MADE UP MONEY!!

EDIT:!!!!——- THERE IS MORE!!!!

WAIT WHAT??

I think they are doing extra fukery here with the real estate and the banks based on the article here!!

I found this little article on the floor of the internet!!

https://theintercept.com/2021/04/23/deconstructed-whistleblower-financial-crisis/

This article says that commercial mortgages are being resold, but the borrower's info is being inflated to make the

https://retirementincomejournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/SSRN-id3707557.pdf
https://www.cnbc.com/2015/10/04/ken-griffin-goes-on-290-million-real-estate-spree.html
https://www.newsbreak.com/illinois/chicago/news/0NNQ2yrU/ken-griffin-invests-in-real-estate-tech-firm
https://www.ft.com/content/25e6100d-4cdd-45d0-aaab-6f9b77b14257
https://outline.com/pTpkmm
https://theintercept.com/2021/04/23/deconstructed-whistleblower-financial-crisis/


mortgage more valuable to the new buyer.

Ohhhh opportunity for fukery I see!!

crazy talk over here…. So what they could be doing is… follow me on this one

Is it possible that leased real estate from those companies they are trying to bankrupt can be collateralized for loans by a
third party?

YES!

So…..

They buy the property (not from game stop but form the current owners of the real estate) with a loan trough a third party
realty investor that uses equity to get the loans (the property appraisal then is inflated so the loan is higher).

They get the loan for the appraised amount first and put the current GameStop lease as collateral. No liability for Citadel,
is using a third party, equity from non existing money (the trust bonds money) and the current GameStop lease as
collateral (GameStop is not planning to move or leave for a while!)

Whith the bigger loan they buy the property cheaper (at the price really worth not the inflated appraisal price) and pocket
the difference.

Once GameStop bankrupt then the they stop paying the loan and let it defaults, the collateral is gone!.

Now the bank has to sell the property (usually action), citadel uses the third party again and buys the property dirt cheap
at auction with equity again (yup money from the trust bonds!) at lower prices.

It’s a delicious double wash! BOOM! 

BOOM!

They don’t buy the real estate directly tho. They are using this CITY TERRACE LLCand others, this is how I connected
citadel with them

I started here

https://opencorporates.com/companies?q=CITADEL+SECURITIES+LLC

After following the Dallas TX address lead me here

Then got here: https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_de/5634119

1999 BRYAN ST STE 900 DALLAS TX 75201 - 3140

That Address connects directly to this address

3700 N. Capital of Texas Hwy Ste 420 Austin TX

This one has a bunch of shady real estate companies all "working" out of a tiny office.

HPI real estate and others too.

The connection is the realtor Aubrie Kudrick…

https://opencorporates.com/companies?q=CITADEL+SECURITIES+LLC
https://opencorporates.com/companies/us_de/5634119


The whole thing is very shady with other companies like this beauty here:

IOR - Income Opportunity Realty Investors

-IOR Inc. is an externally advised and managed real estate investment company. Co. is engaged in the business of
investing in equity interests in real estate through direct equity investments and partnerships, and financing real estate
and real estate-related activities through investments in mortgage loans. All of Co.'s real estate is located in the
southwest region of the continental U.S. The land portfolio is Co.'s sole operating segment. As of Dec 31 2010, Co.'s
land consisted of 203.3 acres of land held for future development or sale, including a storage warehouse.

Their Website is laughable (honestly I think a 10 years old will do a better job) http://www.incomeopp-
realty.com/index.html

Pillar Income Asset Management, Inc. (Pillar) is the Company's external Advisor. Pillar locates, evaluates and
recommends real estate and real estate-related investment opportunities and arranges debt and equity financing for the
Company with third-party lenders and investors. The Company's land consists of approximately 131.1 acres of Land.

Look who owns them IOR. This is the whole list. https://imgur.com/1YUwogo

pillarincome.com

So. Their Coportate Break down. - http://www.pillarincome.com/?page_id=26 Regis Property Management, LLC,
Transcontinental Realty Investors, Inc, American Realty Investors, Inc, Income Opportunity Realty Investors, Inc.,
Southern Properties Capital, Abode Properties.

So the first beauty will connect you into a web of other very suspicious to the eye real estate investment companies, go
check yourself. YOKESS!!

This is a chance for a diligent ape to enfold this web of possible fuckery!.

Btw, if you look at deeper you will find out that the people that manage these realty investor companies they all manage
like 50+ different business!!

EDIT 7: more shady connections

This set of images I uploaded spells out the story of IOR and TCI

https://m.imgur.com/a/ubbX6vS

That is IOR. Income Opportunity Retail Investors, with no property and no employees.

This is TCI.

http://www.incomeopp-realty.com/index.html
http://www.incomeopp-realty.com/index.html
https://imgur.com/1YUwogo
http://www.pillarincome.com/?page_id=26
https://m.imgur.com/a/ubbX6vS




https://imgur.com/a/Qgolnag
Negative quarter from loss on Foreign Currency Transactions. How much foreign money are you dealing with for
apartment complexes 

TCI owns most of IOR. TCI and IOR have the same CEO. Might be worth noting that Goldman Sachs and BoA both filed
13Fs in February liquidating their holdings

This doesn’t make sense!! Please investigate

———

Let’s continue!!

———-

WHY DOES KENNY WANTS TO BE A BANK SO BADLY?

A state bank is lot less regulated than a federal bank.
A BANK IS THE ONLY PIECE MISSING IN KENNY PUZZLE

This way he will eliminate the middle man, the bank does everything for his fuckery.

Having a bank means, he will be the one setting the price of the appraisals, also giving the loans, then also liquidating
the asset and auctioning controlling the prices to buy everything at the price he wants.

Being able to always inflate the appraisals and pocket the difference everytime more and more!

And buying the real estate dirt cheap always! Perfect set up!

Ohhhh the banks game!!!

HOLY ACTUAL FUCK!!!!

I’m going to put this information in PART 3 END GAME SECTION. So if you already read it just SKIP IT

END THE EDIT: —————-

extra info from an ape 14 days ago HERE.

EDIT 2: A little piece of a name you already know, Amazon!

Maybe I’m crazy, maybe I’m not… but a little bird in the comments told me to put one and one together!!!

And usually if you see the Chiken lie on it, if you see it frying in the pan, most likely is an egg right??

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.forbes.com/sites/christopherwalton/2020/05/29/the-value-of-amazon-buying-jc-
penney-could-far-exceed-that-of-buying-target-kohls-or-anyone-else/amp/
Maybe our friend Bezos also likey real estato?

Maybe he “Bought” Jc Penny for the Realto Estato?

You connect the dots, dig more on your own leasure fellow apes!!

EDIT2 END ———————-

https://imgur.com/1YUwogo


KENNY SCAMMING AROUND THE WORLD

A fellow ape dropped this little document in here that pretty much connected the pieces of the puzzle (confirming they 
are using bonds strips as collateral to sell overseas in different currencies):

https://sec.report/Document/0001752724-21-087103/

With part of the scam money, Kenny and friends are funding heaps of companies in different countries: Brazil, Portugal, 
Hong Kong, Cayman Islands, Spain, Mexico, Virgin Islands, Philippines with a high interest rate of over 12% and 
receiving Treasury bonds strips (or assets) as collateral and huge leverage. At the same time they are taking advantage 
of the exchange rates to make huge $$$ out of it.

----------------------------------------------

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE COMPANY GOES BANKRUPT??

Lets say the company goes bankrupt. We already know what happens in the BANKRUPT MORALS AND 
SCHEMES section right?

This is Kenny's personal vendetta against banks in a bid to own everything!

To be the biggest king in finance by owning so many companies, so much leverage in the banks while using the money 
he makes with the naked trust bonds to buy land (not just from the businesses), real estate, art and also lend money to 
companies overseas. Remember Greensill???

Kenny’s babies (Melvin, Susquehanna and friends) now also have massive leverages and are doing the same!!!
Kenny style!

So Kenny ultimately wants to own everything, be too big to be untouchable and bigger than any bank or the 
Federal Reserve. He's been doing this trick pretty much since 2008 with this predatory behavior!!!

Another piece of the puzzle...Shitadel and friends are part of the DTCC but so are big banks!

Makes sense to me why the DTCC is now making all this rules (I’m looking at you juicy 801/002).

To protect the banks from Shitadel and friends predatory behavior as well as them not to suffer when Shitadel 
and friends fall due to GME!!! DTCC is not on the wrong side of the equation, they were just manipulated by 
Kenny big time! Bloody scammy Kenny!

------------------------------------------------

THE PANDEMIC STIMULUS: The beginning of the end of Kenny

During the pandemic the government needed tons of money (Maybe trillions ♂) for stimulus and other things.

Edited:

The government issue bonds at very good rates in order to gather money for the stimulus fast.

Remember Kenny has been selling his trust bonds full of short naked shares? THATS HIS INFINITE MONEY GLITCH!!



speculation time

Blackrock and big 0.01% maybe were illiquid and didn’t have all the trillions needed for the pandemic aid, that’s why 
issuing all those bonds at good rates was a good fast way to raise money. (remember they been manipulating libor and 
lending money left right and center!)

“(Reuters) - Citadel Securities says bank pricing models were more of a problem than balance-sheet constraints when 
the U.S. Treasury market suffered from extreme illiquidity and volatility in March.”

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-bonds-pricing-idUSKBN2342VNg
Wait….. MARCH!!! I WONDER WHEN THE MOST FUCKERY IN GME HAPPENED?
I’m dumb but might of being around those times?

Maybe just maybe they over short GME to get those juicy Treasury??

Maybe too many coincidences and right timing?

Check this tweet from DR MICHAEL BURRY

https://imgur.com/gallery/vivSs5f

Burry says…

So guess where the money for the stimulus came from?

Kenny!!

He bought those treasury (bills, notes and bonds) especially those juicy 10 year bonds!

They kept releasing all those bonds back then because the machine was going brrrrrrr non stop.

Kenny has been buying those bonds for a while! One of the ways he’s washing the money from the naked trust 
bonds full of shorts.

Pure crazy talk speculation!! I’m just a dumb crazy ape throwing crayons to the air. Or maybe not, time will reveal  but 
makes fucking sense right?

KENNY FUCKED THERE BIG TIME.
I think when he saw the opportunity of those BIG FAT BONDS! he put the glitch machine to work overtime CAUSING 
TO OVER-SHORT MANY COMPANIES ESPECIALLY GME
That’s where everything went wrong with him, he went too big on GME and burry saw it, DFV saw it!
Jummmmm!!! Makes sense?? No?
Facts? No!?? I’m just connecting the dots!!

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-bonds-pricing-idUSKBN2342VNg


Now Kenny has all that treasury to play with. Ohhh no!

Play time for Kenny! Kenny took those bonds and what he did? and shorted the repo market!!, he shorted the 
treasury (mainly the 10 year bonds Michael burry been warning us about)!

I think burry and DFV have been on to him!!

—————- BONUS

Tin hat on!

Check the spreadsheet in the background of the DFV goodbye video, check those companies.

Now tell me if those companies are not huge in real estate?

Now tell me who has a lot of shorts on those companies? SHITADEL?

Wait….. I’m not so crazy now right??

Tin foil hat off

————————-

But why?

He knew about the changes from libor to SOFR!

He knew banks were in trouble and he even admitted it!!

Remember?

“(Reuters) - Citadel Securities says bank pricing models were more of a problem than balance-sheet constraints when 
the U.S. Treasury market suffered from extreme illiquidity and volatility in March.”

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-bonds-pricing-idUSKBN2342VNg

He know the bubble in the market, he has a massive leverage on the banks and also a massive bubble in the real 
estate!!

—— BTW: there is also a bubble about to collapse on the ETFs web. That one is about to explode soon!

He knew a lot of banks are gonna struggle and possibly get margin called for all those years of been manipulating Libor!
When they change to SOFR (Read part 3 to fully understand).

Also he owns both sides of the leverage, he’s shorting because he things the government is gonna struggle or even 
default soon so he shorted, then he has the leverage with all those bonds to ask for favors or just wait until until the 
market recover and win washing the trust bonds into juicy 10 year bonds successfully!

——————

KENNY'S FUCKED UP!!



KENNY'S FUCKED UP!!

He fucked up with GME.

If Kenny succeeded bankrupting GME, he efficiently would of succeed in draining a billion dollar company, taking a shit 
ton of money from retail, scamming the people he sold those trust bonds as well keeping the assets and team state of 
GME.

Also getting away with overshooting a company in order to buy treasury washing that money and the money changing 
hands successfully!

Why GME??

speculation based on actions, timing, events and behavior by all parties

Because he is targeting BRICK AND MORTAR companies to wash the money in REAL ESTATE!

He needed extra money to buy those treasuries in bargain and over short GME!

Shitadel was shorting GME for a while and DFV knew that, They also thought it was a sure deal!

Also,

He uses real estate to wash the trust bonds. He is buying real estate using stock and derivates as collateral!! (With his 
non existent shorts!!!).

So be bankrupts business based on real estate to then reabsorb all those assets and wash the money!!

There is more of this fuckery later on!!

He’s a parasite in the market inflating companies (with naked shares inside to then bankrupt them), successfully
destroying the economy, stopping technology and so screwing many people that is struggling and unemployed!
(Savirour of the people right?)

Really Kenny?

He also lent more and more money overseas to win with the transaction rates and the juicy 12%+ interest rates. Then
wanted to cover everything and blame the PANDEMIC! When those business fail then he will also buy those business,
the REAL ESTATE overseas and have leverage on every bank in the world that way!

Massive global scam Kenny! Exposed by a fucking Melon?

KENNY FUCKED UP in GME big time!

He overshorted GME thinking was a sure deal and not calculating the risks. HE MESSED WITH GAMERS!!

My logic (watching his videos and history of Reddit messages in the past 2 years)tell me that DFV was looking at GME
for a while (burry too, I don’t mean they communicate or talk) and when he saw that shitadel (and friends) increased their
short position heaps, plus he saw following Dr Michael Burry tweets https://imgur.com/gallery/vivSs5f

Burry says…



EDIT 4: edit about the stimulus and some speculations to be mask as speculations

EDIT 5: Another piece of alert about the treasury bonds!!

**EDIT 3: I’m I wrong? Hasn’t happened before?? Yes it has!

https://www.propublica.org/article/whistleblower-wall-street-has-engaged-in-widespread-manipulation-of-mortgage-funds

EDIT 2: Ohhhhh you all know amazing right? A bit piece on it….

(he was listening to burry, finally someone did), he bought the long calls

That makes complete sense to me!! The company was greatly undervalued and wasn’t going that bad really. I saw his 
entire analysis and hypothesis.

Check it out https://youtu.be/GZTr1-Gp74U

——————

So for Kenny to keep succeeding, he needed to stay quiet, but he woke an army of APES!! He woke up retail!!
Also now 0.01%, the government and banks realized that GME wasn’t going bankrupt and that Kenny has been 
scamming like that all along!! The shit pop out of the lid! And leaked too much!

After reading this (HOPE THE MEDIA AND THE SEC READS IT).

Maybe, just maybe they don’t know! Maybe I just figure Kenny’s game and I’m first to the punch!

Whatever it is, we need to expose this everywhere! This needs to stop! This parasite in the market and economy needs 
to stop! Spread this!!! Is your responsibility to be loud!!

The 0.01% want their money back, so are apes!!

Let’s climb back what Kenny has been stealing from APES FOR YEARS!!

—————————————-
Take a break!! I know this is very intense, but with every word I can see your hands getting harder and harder after 
knowing WTF is going on!

Ohhh Kenny, how the fuck did a melon discover your fuckery?

CONTINUE IN PART 3 ---------------------------------

EDIT 1: Adding more info in the REAL ESTATE SCAM PART



**EDIT 6: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=x2xIgseFCpc  Majority report proving one of my hypothesis after o released
this videos!! I’m not crazy! And everything is gonna start coming to light!

https://www.ft.com/content/ea6f3104-eeec-466a-a082-76ae78d430fd

**EDIT 7: more shady business connected!! Real estate fraud GO BACK TO PART 1

Now this chart does look that crazy now?

https://www.docdroid.net/Q8qCCvM/rgme-pokes-at-kenny-g-pdf

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=x2xIgseFCpc
https://www.ft.com/content/ea6f3104-eeec-466a-a082-76ae78d430fd
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/n2hgxq/13_the_ultimate_dd_guide_to_the_moon_crazy_melon/
https://www.docdroid.net/Q8qCCvM/rgme-pokes-at-kenny-g-pdf


 DD 

THIS IS FOR YOU MY APES!! None of this is financial advice. I'm a retarded ape playing with crayons and keys.

This message should reach every ape to help!

CONTENTS:
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OVERVIEW OF KENNY'S/SHITADEL'S FUCKERY EXPOSED!

HOW IS KENNY WASHING THE MONEY?

TRUST BONDS: The basket of bonds INFITINE MONEY GLITCH!!!

BIG BANKS ARE HOLDINGS COMPANIES???? WHAT IS THAT?

PART 2

HOW AND WHY TO BANKRUPT COMPANIES

QUICK RECAP MIXING GME IN:

THE MASSIVE REAL ESTATE SCAM!

KENNY SCAMMING AROUND THE WORLD

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE COMPANY GOES BANKRUPT??

THE PANDEMIC STIMULUS: The beginning of the end of Kenny

KENNY'S FUCK UP!!
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THE ENDGAME: INEVITABLE! NO FUD

SUMMARY

TL;DR1:

BURRY CONCERN: HYPERINFLATION

LIBOR to SOFR

TL;DR2 :

---------------------------------------- CONTINUE!!

PART 3

---------------------------------------

NEW!!!!

KENNY KENNY KENNETH: A little bit of history..

“Kenny, Kenny…. Let’s all learn a little about Kenny past. Kenneth Cordele Griffin was born October 15, 1968. For a

[3/3] The Ultimate DD guide to the moon!!. Crazy Melon

https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%94%AC%20DD%20%F0%9F%93%8A%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%94%AC%20DD%20%F0%9F%93%8A%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%94%AC%20DD%20%F0%9F%93%8A%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/n2hgxq/13_the_ultimate_dd_guide_to_the_moon_crazy_melon/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/n2hhhn/23_the_ultimate_dd_guide_to_the_moon_crazy_melon/


majority of his life he attended Boca Raton Community High School. It was a public school, where he was the head of
the finance club… No, actually he was president of Math Club.

His investing career actually was initiated at the Cabot House as an undergraduate at Haaaaarvard. He must have
learned to pay off the right people as he was able to get a satellite dish placed on the roof. His initial ride was with
convertible bonds, with was powered from his late grandma to the tune of 265 K. Not a bad chunk of change to begin
your investing career. So where did Ken break out &amp;amp;amp; how did he do it? Well no other way than to short
stock and have the stock market crash of ’87.

Kenny pushin’ them shorts this whole time. It’s too cold to be wearin’ shorts in those Chicago winters. Da’ Frostbite
appears to be setting in.”

https://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/June-2011/The-File-on-Citadels-Ken-Griffin/

FOOL ME ONCE..It’s on me! FOOL ME TWICE..Really? Courtesy of that amazing silverback, you know who!

—————————————

THE ENDGAME: INEVITABLE! NO FUD

Kenny now is trapped. Now we known his game!!

We also know he IS SHORTING THE the 0.01%, the government and the economy!!!

Why is Kenny want to do all this?

THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT!!!

He wants to be THE KING!! To big to be touched!

He always wanted to be a bank and be part of the 0.01%

Putting my Tin Hat on this might sound crazy but…. It does align with Kenny goals!

Why to move to texas?

a) Because in texas he can apply for a banking license and become a bank (state banks have lot less regulations than
federal banks)

b) scoop up all the cheap commercial real estate

c) becomes a massive player in the banking environment

WHY DOES KENNY WANTS TO BE A BANK SO BADLY?

A state bank is lot less regulated than a federal bank.

A BANK IS THE ONLY PIECE MISSING IN KENNY PUZZLE

This way he will eliminate the middle man, the bank does everything for his fuckery.

Having a bank means, he will be the one setting the price of the appraisals, also giving the loans, then also liquidating
the asset and auctioning controlling the prices to buy everything at the price he wants.

https://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/June-2011/The-File-on-Citadels-Ken-Griffin/


Being able to always inflate the appraisals and pocket the difference everytime more and more!

And buying the real estate dirt cheap always! Perfect set up!

Ohhhh the banks game!!!

The 0.01% didn’t let him in because he’s too greedy and try to absorb everything, also he wasn’t born into the 0.01%.**
he doesn’t have the surname or the generous gramma.

So then he said fuk it! I’m going to be the king and bigger than anybody!!

Ambition much Kenny?

Sorry Kenny!

You can’t buy your way into the 0.01% club, you need to born with the surname and Griffin isn't cutting it.

Kenny no likey 0.01 percento nada!

He’s been issuing years after years of those bad bad useless trust bonds and everyone buys them thinking are solid
gold from Shitadel!

And pocketing so much real estate dirt cheap with all this fuckery!

HOW THE SEC CAN CATCH HIM?

Follow the transactions!!

Open those bonds full of naked shares that’s are imaginary!!

Check on the Treasury (bills, notes and bonds) transactions, how many they have, how many they had and touch Kenny
hands.

Also check where the money they used for Treasuries come from!

Why are they OVER SHORTING business?

Open your eyes and realize that they are targeting business that are real estate heavy for a reason!!

There is clear market manipulation CLEAR

There is clear MEDIA manipulation, hundreds of examples

Go and check the loan contracts and compare the loan values of appraisal given versus the real values of the properties!

Follow the money and follow the real estate.

Follow companies like this IOR (clearly the worse website I’ve seen). Only takes 1 minute to see this website to know
this is a scam! And this company is managing a 51M market cap and can’t even make a half decent website? PLEASE!!!

How dumb they think we are seriously!!

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/IOR

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/IOR


http://www.incomeopp-realty.com/management.html

I 5 year old can make a better website than that!!

————-

How’s is the 0.01% is fighting back??

Creating a bubble too big to handle in GME so they can breaks the Citadel (Kenny and friends) and margin call them
before the Federal Reserve implodes!!!

or exposing his scam and making rules and also by forcing him to cover the shorts!! it’s all a lie and fake at the
end of the day!

They need to come up with firewalls (801/002 and others) and ways to protect all the banks and members of the
DTCC that are not part of the Shitadel and friends scam!! That’s why all those rules have been coming in place.

Once everything is ready Shitadel and friends are gonna be forced to cover their shorts and naked shorts everywhere.
(The bubble is so big that they are gonna get margin called, my floor is $15 million btw).

Kenny will have to cover institutional shorts, retail shorts, ETFs as well as those garbage trust bonds full of empty
shells. Remember that Kenny need to return those borrowed naked IOUs and put a real share in every empty
shell on peoples accounts and bonds!! But there is more! Don’t forget the bets!

**Forgot about the FTD plus all the puts accumulated for years that expire 1/16, 4/16 (yes DFV day!!) and 7/17!!??
Thanks for the correction btw!!

That's another massive fukery scam going on and is HUGE! Federal Bank and friends need to break Citadel before
Citadel breaks them, the economy and the government by scamming everyone and bankrupting companies!!

----------------------------

**NEW GOOOD! EDIT 2: Clues Clues Clues…….

A totally jacket MAGNIFICENT specimen of a APE dropped this amazing little jewel on the comment!!!

Fuuuuuuuuuukkkk.

This is your chance to DIG AND DIG

I’m a bit tired but you definitely can do your own post and DD about anything or all of this!!

“-  Ashcraft, Adam B. and Gooriah, Kunal and Kermani, Amir, Does Skin‐in‐the‐Game Affect Security Performance?
(March 1, 2017). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2437574 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2437574

Key paper: Griffin, John M. and Priest, Alex, Is COVID Revealing a CMBS Virus? (August 10, 2020). Available at
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3671162 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3671162

Shao, Ruoyu, Examination of Potential Misrepresentation in CMBS (June 11, 2015). Available at
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2727038 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2727038

Wong, Maisy, CMBS and Conflicts of Interest: Evidence from a Natural Experiment on Servicer Ownership (May
12, 2015). The Wharton School Research Paper No. 82, Jacobs Levy Equity Management Center for Quantitative
Financial Research Paper, Available at

http://www.incomeopp-realty.com/management.html
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2437574%C2%A0or%C2%A0http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2437574
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3671162%C2%A0or%C2%A0http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3671162
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2727038%C2%A0or%C2%A0http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2727038


SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2605538 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2605538 - CMBS and the Fed…is
there a crisis brewing in the office? https://www.ftserussell.com/research/cmbs-and-fedis-there-crisis-brewing-office

There are honestly maybe 6 more papers but I wanted to distill to these.  Sites: 

The article that led me to every CMBS paper and ETF paper written: https://theintercept.com/2021/04/20/wall-
street-cmbs-dollar-general-ladder-capital/

CMBS Disputes on the Horizon? - https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/cmbs-disputes-on-the-horizon-april-2021-
9296023/

Increases in forbearance agreements: https://www.alston.com/en/insights/publications/2020/04/forbearance-
agreements-in-the-age-of-covid-19/

Issuance Activity and Interconnectedness in the CMBS Market - https://www.sec.gov/files/DERA_WP_Knyazeva-
Lin-Park_IssuanceActivityInterconnectednessCMBS%20.pdf

Trepp, a group that measures CMBS delinquency rates, suddenly had a change of tone last year in their
delinquency reporting and openly suggested in their April 2020 report that "it's time to throw the old way of looking
at the data out the window". They've reported economically health numbers since then.

Say what you will about the Kroll Bond Agency's shenanigans, but they had an interesting report in Jan
'21.: https://www.kbra.com/documents/report/43448/cmbs-trend-watch-december-2020”

BOOM!!

Go NUTS APES!!!

Grab a shovel and start digging!!!! Someone has to do it, can be you!!

Another piece to keep digging!!

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/n2ov32/investigation_weekend_citadel_has_been_working/?
utm_source=share&amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf

END OF THE EDIT2:

——————————————————

SUMMARY

Holy fuc%#ing shit!!!

Apes are the last line of defense!!!!! PROTECT THE ECONOMY FROM PREDATOR KENNY G!!!

Now remember, when was the last time Uncle Sam didn’t get his money? I can’t remember.. Because Uncle Sam
always gets his money and he’s coming for Kenny and our tendies!!

All of them!! This is Citadel (Kenny and friends) vs the DTCC, Federal Reserve and the banks and the PLANET
OF THE APEEEEEES!!

Im seriously JACKED TO THE TITS!!

I wouldn’t be surprised if Kenny is in the deep with something around 2000%+ SI no joke.

Remember Trump calling Ken out in his speech? Kenny is hiding all his money somewhere. Now we know where: art,

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2605538%C2%A0or%C2%A0http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2605538
https://www.ftserussell.com/research/cmbs-and-fedis-there-crisis-brewing-office
https://theintercept.com/2021/04/20/wall-street-cmbs-dollar-general-ladder-capital/
https://theintercept.com/2021/04/20/wall-street-cmbs-dollar-general-ladder-capital/
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/cmbs-disputes-on-the-horizon-april-2021-9296023/
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/cmbs-disputes-on-the-horizon-april-2021-9296023/
https://www.alston.com/en/insights/publications/2020/04/forbearance-agreements-in-the-age-of-covid-19/
https://www.alston.com/en/insights/publications/2020/04/forbearance-agreements-in-the-age-of-covid-19/
https://www.sec.gov/files/DERA_WP_Knyazeva-Lin-Park_IssuanceActivityInterconnectednessCMBS%20.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/DERA_WP_Knyazeva-Lin-Park_IssuanceActivityInterconnectednessCMBS%20.pdf
https://www.kbra.com/documents/report/43448/cmbs-trend-watch-december-2020%E2%80%9D
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/n2ov32/investigation_weekend_citadel_has_been_working/?utm_source=share&amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/n2ov32/investigation_weekend_citadel_has_been_working/?utm_source=share&amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf


real estate, and more. Whose money? The Federal Reserve and retail's money! So far he's been kicking the cans with
fukery like this.

Kenny and Citadel have liquidity to fight for now, but the machine stopped printing. Now it’s just matter of time,
and some MELON just unfolded the entire fuckery!

As an aside/addendum to all this...but for the sake of not making this long post even longer...

Im making post 2 on GME subs.

Next part will talk about something as important that is change from LIBOR to SOFR as well as The Big
Short's Michael Burry's warnings on hyperinflation.

This will be a part of the world history, in the end I think the economy will be alright thanks to ape's stimulation, dont be
scared (READ PART 2).

----------------------------

TL;DR 1: Kenny is in big trouble for trying to scam the big big money (bigger money than Bezos, Gates and
Musk combined) and everyone else to own the banks/Federal Reserve. Machine no printing for him anymore so
he’s been drained and his game uncovered. Apes need to be patient and keep BUYING AND HOLDING!!! The
end is near.

----------------------------------

BURRY CONCERN: HYPERINFLATION

This is quite a handful matter to talk about, I encourage you to do your own research cuz i might be wrong or this might
be incomplete.

But im gonna give it a go! FOR YOU MY AMAZING APES!

Dr Michael Burry (we all remember him for predicting the 2008 housing market collapse and the big short (Christian bale
- Batman!!))

He has been warning us for a while about a highly probably hyperinflation

Quote from the article:

“Burry has been sounding the alarm on inflation. He warned investors last week to “prepare for inflation” as the US
economy reopens and receives a fresh round of stimulus. He also compared America’s current trajectory to Germany’s
path to hyperinflation in the 1920s.”

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/big-short-michael-burry-warren-buffett-inflation-dangers-warning-investors-2021-2?
r=US&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;IR=T

The effects of inflation causes different ripple effects, usually increases the banks interest rates reducing the amount of
demand of loans, among many many other side effects.

Also causes products such as goods or services to rise. That will reduce the buying power of a currency.

---- CURRENCY BUYING POWER AND DEPRECIATION

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mzgtvx/a_method_for_hiding_ftds_that_uses_the_109mil/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mzgtvx/a_method_for_hiding_ftds_that_uses_the_109mil/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/n286u2/22_the_ultimate_dd_guide_to_the_moon_crazy_melon/
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/big-short-michael-burry-warren-buffett-inflation-dangers-warning-investors-2021-2?r=US&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;IR=T
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/big-short-michael-burry-warren-buffett-inflation-dangers-warning-investors-2021-2?r=US&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;IR=T
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/big-short-michael-burry-warren-buffett-inflation-dangers-warning-investors-2021-2?r=US&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;IR=T


Imagine you having $5 and being able to buy a train ticket for $3 and an ice cream for $2.

When inflation rises, means that the buying power of your money is gonna be reduced, now the train ticket is $3.50 and
the ice cream is $2.30, suddenly with your $5 you can only get the train ticket and you are short $0.80 for the ice cream :
((.

---- RIPPLE IN THE MORTGAGE LIKE 2008

The ripples effect also affects other things like loans or mortgages.

If you have a subprime loan or mortgage with adjustable rates (this mortgages where the ones that caused the 2008
housing collapse trough swaps) and the interests rates of the banks go up, suddenly my mortgage payments will go up,
a lot of people that doesn’t have enough money to pay that different will stop paying and the mortgages will default.

This affects on auto loans, student loans and more.

Well… with hyperinflation… like the prefix hyper says, it’s BIGGER! So imagine that scenario bigger.

Possibly worse that 2008!!! And the rates and indexes like the SP500 look high.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mq2iam/just_hold_on_tight/?
utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_name=ioss
mf

Seems scary right? It’s not!!

Check one of my posts for 2 weeks ago talking about this (I made it when I didn't know as much so dont hit me too hard
on that one!! :P)

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mqmj5e/the_how_is_this_gonna_play_out_game_my_prediction/?
utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_name=ioss
mf

Everything is going to be fine and if something this is very healthy for the economy.

The best thing that we need right now is to stop Kenny from creating bubbles of fake shares everywhere!! Its a parasite
inside the market!

Let’s keep going, gets better and better! Read my TL;DR further down.

EDIT 4: WARNING WARNING ON ETFs STREET!!

"ETFs are linked like a web. We've had two flash crashes amplified by them in the last 11 years, and their behavior
during last year's pandemic accelerated the crash. CMBS are potentially a bowling ball that's going to crash through the
spider web of ETFs.”

Thank you you beautiful ape for this info, you know who!!

Check this key article: https://theintercept.com/2021/04/20/wall-street-cmbs-dollar-general-ladder-capital/

Check this key research paper: Is COVID Revealing a CMBS Virus? https://ssrn.com/abstract=3671162"

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mq2iam/just_hold_on_tight/?utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf
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https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mqmj5e/the_how_is_this_gonna_play_out_game_my_prediction/?utm_source=share&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;amp;utm_name=iossmf
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BIG WARNING FELLOWS!! EMBRACE FOR IMPACT!

Rocky ride to the moon, but we are getting there don’t be scared!

————————————

LIBOR to SOFR

Take all this this a grain of salt, Probably make a couple of mistakes. READ THE CHAOS THEORY DD to have the
proper DD about this. (recommend the whole saga!!)

Changes from Libor to SOFR were meant to happen in 2022, but guess what?

They pushed to to June 2021!!!

https://webstorage.paulhastings.com/Documents/PDFs/timeline-for-libor-transition.pdf?sfvrsn=363ea8ab_2

This is massive!! Why?

Banks used LIBOR to manipulate their self created and self reported interest rates in order to be favorable and give
away money left right and center. Where did tons of that money go? To HEDGEFUNDS!!!

They borrowed money from banks for almost no interest rates no matter how the economy and inflation was, including
during an unprecedented pandemic!!! For what? SHORTING Kenny style!

Wtf??

Now you wonder why during a pandemic the whole market was “healthy” and up and growing right?? Inflating business
with naked shares...

Using the same shitadel strategy but with money from the banks and washing everything trough citadel MM, trust bonds
and dumping all the garbage in the ETFs and the trust bonds buyers.

Always betting in bankrupting the companies and then rebuying them to own pieces of the banks/federal reserve.

So what all this changes mean?

With Libor banks suppose to self regulate and self report and give interest rates to their customer (business, institutions,
people or the government) according to how the economy is, indicators like inflation among other things. Read about it
here.

The banks have been manipulating this FOR A LONG TIME. Especially after 2008.

I guess they wanted to recoup their loses and because being HOLDINGS now, they wanted to be bigger and bigger.

BOOM! The greed

They got too greedy.... :( Even during the pandemic they gave away loans at very low and favorable rates, it was more
than obvious that the economy wasn't right... they needed to raise the rates!

They didn't!!

Now they are full of this bad bad loans with subpremiun and adjustable rates, but everything was ok as long as they kept

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mseyai/chaos_theory_the_final_connection/
https://webstorage.paulhastings.com/Documents/PDFs/timeline-for-libor-transition.pdf?sfvrsn=363ea8ab_2
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/libor.asp#:~:text=LIBOR%20is%20administered%20by%20the,data%2Ddriven%2C%20layered%20method
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/libor.asp#:~:text=LIBOR%20is%20administered%20by%20the,data%2Ddriven%2C%20layered%20method


on showing those fake interest rates right?

SOFR arrives!!

SOFR was almost implemented on 2019 and almost caused a massive crisis!! BUBBLE ALERT!

why?

Lets find out what SOFR means

What is SOFR?

https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/libor-transition-to-sofr-a-brief-9557503/

Thanks to a fellow ape in the comments for providing this link 

The secured overnight financing rate, or SOFR, is an influential interest rate that banks use to price U.S. dollar-
denominated derivatives and loans. The daily secured overnight financing rate (SOFR) is based on transactions in
the Treasury repurchase market, where investors offer banks overnight loans backed by their bond assets.

So the interest rates are not going to be self reported by the banks, but instead the government is going to provide those
rates to the banks based on the repo market.

They believe is a better option than letting the banks manipulate the rates for their advantage.

This magnificent ape made a really good post about it and thats how I found out about this problem, all credit to him!!

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mseyai/chaos_theory_the_final_connection/

FROM THE CHAOS THEORY:

Introducing SOFR (Secured Overnight Financing Rate)!!!!! This is a MASSIVE 200 trillion dollar transition that will take
place over the next few years.

OH and it almost imploded the entire fucking market the first time it was attempted to be implemented back in
2019 https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/what-happened-in-money-markets-in-september-2019-
20200227.htm

Definition

brilliant ape make the CHAOS THEORY and explains a lot of what im saying here. A MUST READ

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mseyai/chaos_theory_the_final_connection/

I'll let the rest to the CHAOS THEORY, very well explained.

That's why Kenny is shorting the TREASURY BILLS, NOTES ands BOND!

He wants to profit from the banks and government to be insolvent and default!!

QUOTED FROM CHAOS THEORY:

As time progresses I believe we will see more evidence of multiple parties attempting to deleverage their positions before
2023. Coincidentally GameStop has just paid off all their debt that was due that exact year.

https://www.investopedia.com/secured-overnight-financing-rate-sofr-4683954
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/libor-transition-to-sofr-a-brief-9557503/
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/12/derivative.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/073113/introduction-treasury-securities.asp
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mseyai/chaos_theory_the_final_connection/
https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/what-happened-in-money-markets-in-september-2019-20200227.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/what-happened-in-money-markets-in-september-2019-20200227.htm
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/treasurybond.asp
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mseyai/chaos_theory_the_final_connection/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mseyai/chaos_theory_the_final_connection/


So this becomes a two pronged problem;

1. Assets are being re-hypothecated which are being used as collateral

2. Banks are providing absurd interest rates off the old LIBOR system instead of SOFR; this has resulted in the taking
on a position that will be extremely difficult to get out of.

As we can see they're fighting against these changes through politics, but it appears they've brought in Gary Gensler to
kick some ass.

We are going to be fine, a few blows to the economy and crisis but everything is going to turn down and de leverage.
———-

EDIT 3: Check the latest SEC speech, they seem to be focusing a lot on Libor!!! We might be onto something…. Or I’m I
just a cOnSpIrAtOr QaNoN sHiLl!!!

SEC speech on 28 th of April!!

https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/werewolves-of-change

-----------------------------------

IM JACKED TO THE TITS!

TL;DR2 : This is my latest perception and final conclusion of this beautiful saga!

Well.... Battle of GME is basically going to bankrupt citadel. BOOM!

It’s going be the biggest wealth distribution in history. BOOM!

There is going to be a domino and a ripple effect. (It’s not all about GME, GME is just the tip of the iceberg).

Kenny has been creating bubbles of money naked with things that does exist to Scam business and retail (among
others). Its going to burst, when the bubbles burst, will have repercussions everywhere.

A lot of tendies are going to the people. That will create a lot of money going around, not just for apes but for everyone,
apes will be buying things and paying off their debts and all that.

That will help reducing the leverage.

Hyperinflation is going to hit, but the government is going to be able to take it and absorb a big part trough
(TIPS) https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/tips.asp

People and apes are not going to care much about the raise in pricing (inflation) because we will have money and wealth
around, huge economy stimulus (Thanks you citadel for the tendies!).

A huge chunk of money will come to the banks initially, people paying their credit card and loans and mortgages.

Then tax will come and Uncle Sam will get half of our tendies (if helps the economy not to boom boom im fine!).

Then things will be stable then and hopefully lot cleaner after.

This is necessary and healthy to Happen, stock is trading sideways to prepare for all that.

https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/werewolves-of-change
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/tips.asp


This is why I think is low volume and trading sideways lately

Stock is trading sideways because RC needed to to pay the debt and be free from banks leverage.

Also gather money for the transformation, ! he already did !.

Also trading still low allow more Apes to jump in!! RC care for us and everyone. Ohhh PAPA RC.

The DTCC needs time to firewall and protect the banks from Kenny and friends predators.

Once everything is in place and the scam is suppressed, the huge winners are going be the banks and the federal
reserve. But us apes going to ride the rollercoaster all along getting tendies!!

I won’t be surprised if the catalyst is RC announcing a recall, investigation or a crypto dividend on the meeting.

My smooth brain tells me the catalyst is the Libor to SOFR, always been for me.

The voting is big because they will have grounds to show the amount of shorting and fukery.

So be patient and don’t be scared. HOLD THE LINE!

This needs to be done and Kenny needs to be stopped because is making bubbles everywhere in the market is
damaging shareholders, the companies and THE ECONOMY!!

----------------------------------------------------

Thanks!!

EDIT 1: Kenny Kenny Kenny…… some history of Kenny!!!

EDIT 2: Clues and pieces so you can DIG DIG and make your own DD!!! It’s time to wake up and keep this baby rolling!!

EDIT 3: check on the new SEC speech on 28 th of April!!

https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/werewolves-of-change

Thanks to magnificent u/sharkbaitlol for providing the info.

You guys check his work THE CHAOS THEORIES that’s a must read DD!

EDIT 4: WARNING WARNING ON ETFs!!!

Look at this magnificent ape work! Holy shit….

https://www.reddit.com/r/DDintoGME/comments/n0i9tw/the_etf_seesaw_part_1/

None of this is financial advice. I’m a retarded ape just rambling words. I’m crazy and a horrible man. So don’t believe or
listen to anything I say. Don’t trust me and do your own research and fact check, I did and I’m jacked to the tits!!

EDIT 5: I’m I wrong????

https://www.propublica.org/article/whistleblower-wall-street-has-engaged-in-widespread-manipulation-of-mortgage-funds

https://www.propublica.org/article/whistleblower-wall-street-has-engaged-in-widespread-manipulation-of-mortgage-funds

https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/werewolves-of-change
https://www.reddit.com/u/sharkbaitlol/
https://www.reddit.com/r/DDintoGME/comments/n0i9tw/the_etf_seesaw_part_1/
https://www.propublica.org/article/whistleblower-wall-street-has-engaged-in-widespread-manipulation-of-mortgage-funds
https://www.propublica.org/article/whistleblower-wall-street-has-engaged-in-widespread-manipulation-of-mortgage-funds


PART 1

PART 2

BONUS!!: Remember "I am not a CAT!"?

https://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/CAT

WE ARE THE LAST LINE OF DEFENSE AGAINST THIS SCAM! HOLD THE LINE!!!!

This is not financial advice at all! Just a crazy melon  playing with some crayons. I eat the sometimes yummmm

——&gt; !!

If you are not done reading….

I recommend this work…..

u/atobitt good DD to inform yourself

u/sharkbaitlol chaos theories connect a lot of dots

u/toffis

Now this chart does look that crazy now?

https://www.docdroid.net/Q8qCCvM/rgme-pokes-at-kenny-g-pdf

https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/n2hgxq/13_the_ultimate_dd_guide_to_the_moon_crazy_melon/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/n2hhhn/23_the_ultimate_dd_guide_to_the_moon_crazy_melon/
https://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/CAT
https://www.reddit.com/u/atobitt/
https://www.reddit.com/u/sharkbaitlol/
https://www.reddit.com/r/gme_capitalists/comments/mvwc9k/financial_system_historical_ownership_and/?utm_source=share&amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;utm_name=iossmf
https://www.docdroid.net/Q8qCCvM/rgme-pokes-at-kenny-g-pdf
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